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The “meat” and essence of each main story 

appearing on the Marcellus Drilling News 

(MarcellusDrilling.com) website during the 

previous week. Read this, and you will have the gist 

of an entire week’s worth of news for those with an 

interest in what happens in the upstream, 

midstream and downstream in the Marcellus and 

Utica Shale region. Click on the “full post” links to 

read the entire post. 

 

  

 

 

Monday, Apr. 1: 
BlackGold Finds Blue Gold in Ohio Utica Royalty Investment 

PA DEP Releases Onerous New Air Regulations, Again 

Frac Sand Flap – Pittsburgh Logistics Co. Sues Texas Sand Co. 

WV Governor Inexplicably Vetoes Bill to Plug Abandoned Wells 

PA Anti Group Seeks to Block New NatGas Elec Plants with New Law 

Ohio Congressman Johnson Says PTT Cracker Still On Track 

 

Tuesday, Apr. 2: 
H&H Fracked Well in SWPA Accused of Fouling Nearby Water Well 

Trump Exec Order Coming to Overrule NY on Blocked Pipelines 

Energy Transfer Opens Office in China to Push LNG, Ethane 

Judge Orders Grant Twp to Pay PGE $102K in Legal Fees 

Jessup Votes to Allow Power Plant Water in Local Sewage System 

Mom Nature Torches 10K Ac. of NJ Pines, Makes Way for Pipe? 

EPA Now Allows E&Ps to Self-Report Clean Air Act Violations 

 

Wednesday, Apr. 3: 
Fed Judge Reverses Class Action in PA Landowner Lawsuit v. Shell 

Cabot Settles Overtime Work Lawsuit by 80 PA Workers for $3.56M 

Rover Pipe Paid $73M in Property Taxes Last Year, $180M This Year 

Lots of Marcellus Jobs in Northeast PA – More Workers Needed 

Are Marcellus/Utica Shale Drillers Financially Healthy? 

NY’s Indian Point Nuke Plant Down for 2 Weeks – NatGas Saves Day 

NatGas Sellers at Waha Hub *Pay* Buyers up to $5/Mcf to Take Gas! 

 

Thursday, Apr. 4: 
Shell Sells NWPA Assets, Possibly Tioga County Assets Too 

NY DEC Nervous that FERC Will Overturn Constitution Pipe Ruling 

Sunoco, DEP Settle on $200K Fine for ME1 Pipe Leak in 2017 

Exploded Tetco Pipe in Ohio Back Online – 10 Weeks Later 

Living with ME2 Pipeline Construction in Your Back Yard 

Rhode Island Lefties Proclaim They Want More Gas Pipes 

NFG CEO Tanski Retiring in July, Replacement Named 

 

Friday, Apr. 5: 
FERC Overrules NY DEC on Northern Access Pipeline Rehearing 

DC Circuit Court Slaps Down NY, NC Request to Block 3 Pipelines 

Landowner Asks PA Supremes to Throw Out Rule of Capture 

Philly RINO Throws a Bunch of Pipeline Bills Against the Wall 

Plans to Get More Gas to New England & Canadian Maritimes 

Utica Shale Industry has (So Far) Invested $70B in Ohio 

Steel Nation Gets New Engineering Manager 

 

 



MONDAY - Apr. 1, 2019 
 

BlackGold Finds Blue Gold in Ohio Utica Royalty 

Investment (full post) 
 

Investment firm BlackGold Capital Management announced late       

last week it has purchased Overriding Royalty Interests (ORRI)         

in the Utica shale of Ohio from an unnamed seller. We have a             

guess as to who did the selling. What the heck is an ORRI? An              

overriding royalty interest is the right to receive revenue from the           

production of oil and gas from a well. The overriding royalty is            

carved out of the driller’s working interest and entitles the ORRI           

owner to a fraction of production, or rather the revenue from           

that production. It’s more common than you might think. Last          

fall Range Resources got $300 million for selling 1% of the           

revenue it gets from their production in Washington County, PA.          

The press release below, issued by BlackGold late last week, does           

not name party doing the selling, nor whether the seller is a            

specific driller (like Range), or a previous ORRI owner. From the           

language used in the release, it appears that perhaps the ORRI           

was already owned by someone else (not a deal with a specific            

driller). So if the ORRI was already owned by someone else, who            

might it be? That’s where our guess comes in (and this is only a              

guess, totally out of the blue). Last November, investment firm          

EnCap Investments put up for sale its ORRI in several “core”           

Utica Shale counties. The royalty interests EnCap listed for sale          

are located in Jefferson, Belmont, and Harrison counties–all        

prime locations. Some 6,325 acres of royalty interests were         

involved, sitting under producers including Ascent Resources,       

Gulfport Energy, Hess and XTO Energy. According to the sale          

sheet, EnCap was receiving an average of 0.7% royalty interest in           

some 150 producing wells which had generated $6 million in          

revenue during the previous year. We never did hear if EnCap           

sold their ORRI. Perhaps BlackGold is the buyer? We don’t          

know–but you don’t often read about an ORRI going on the           

market, then a few months later someone buying an ORRI. We           

know, it’s always dangerous to connect dots, but in the absence           

of information from the seller/buyer, that’s what folks do. 

 

PA DEP Releases Onerous New Air Regulations, 

Again (full post) 
 

In December, the Pennsylvania Dept. of Environmental       

Protection (DEP) released a draft of onerous new regulations         

that focus on reducing volatile organic compound (VOC)        

emissions and so-called fugitive methane. The new regs will force          

drillers and pipeline companies to spend big bucks to produce a           

teeny tiny improvement in emissions. The DEP is back with yet           

another revision of their onerous new regs, hoping this time they           

can ram them through and make them law. Here’s the thing that            

really rankles us: Most of PA’s conventional wells (80% or more)           

will be exempt from these new rules. And PA’s conventional wells           

reportedly account for more than 50% of supposed methane         

emissions. There are approximately 80,000 active conventional       

oil and gas wells in PA, and about 10,600 active shale gas wells in              

PA. So how are these rules in any sense “fair” to the shale             

industry? The DEP has, for some time, considered requiring new          

regulations to further reduce volatile organic compound (VOC)        

emissions at existing oil and gas sites. The question is, since the            

federal EPA is “relaxing” the regulations on which these onerous          

new PA regulations are based, will PA, by adopting these new           

regulations, make itself uncompetitive against other shale       

drilling states? In a word, yes. But that’s not stopping the lefties            

in the Tom Wolf administration. DEP’s Air Quality Technical         

Advisory Committee is holding a meeting on April 11th to          

“discuss” (i.e. ram through) these new regs. 

Frac Sand Flap – Pittsburgh Logistics Co. Sues 

Texas Sand Co. (full post) 
 

On Friday, Arrow Material Services (based in Sewickley, PA) filed          

a lawsuit against Superior Silica Sands, also known as Emerge          

Energy Services (based in Fort Worth, TX) in Allegheny County          

Court for $24.9 million alleging breach of contract in providing          

frac sand. Arrow and Superior signed a deal in 2015 that           

stipulates Arrow will operate a transloading facility in San         

Antonio, TX–called the Alamo Junction Transload Facility–and       

that Superior would not only supply X amount of frac sand to the             

facility (some of which gets shipped to the Pittsburgh area), but           

Superior would also reimburse Arrow for renting the facility.         

Arrow says Superior hasn’t shipped enough sand, and hasn’t         

reimbursed its rent. Therefore, the entire contract is forfeit and          

the entire contract (for 10 years) is worth $24.9 million. 

 

WV Governor Inexplicably Vetoes Bill to Plug 

Abandoned Wells (full post) 
 

What happened? Just a few weeks ago MDN told you that the            

West Virginia legislature had passed a bill with bipartisan         

support (and support from both the drilling industry and surface          

owners) that would redirect monies from low-producing oil and         

gas wells to fund a program to plug old abandoned wells. WV            

Gov. Jim Justice vetoed the bill last week. House Bill (HB) 2673            

would give a severance tax break to low-producing wells. Gas          

wells that produce less than 60,000 cubic feet per day, and oil            

wells that produce less than 10 barrels per day, would be exempt            

from paying WV’s 5% severance tax. In place of the severance tax            

is a new 2.5% fee on the value of product sold. That fee will go               

into an Oil and Gas Abandoned Well Plugging Fund. So,          

low-producers get a 2.5% tax break, and the money that’s raised           

from them will go to a fund to plug old wells. A win/win for              

everyone. And everyone liked it. Then Gov. Justice came along          

last week and vetoed the bill, meaning old wells will continue to            

go unplugged–a potential danger and harming the precious        

environment. What possessed Justice to veto it? Our theory is          

this: WV Gov. Jim Justice is in the hip pocket of Big            

Coal–specifically coal mine owner Robert Murray. Last week        

Justice held a signing ceremony at a Murray Energy-owned coal          

mine in Marion County, signing into law a bill reducing the           

severance tax on steam coal used in power plants from 5% to 3%             

over the next three fiscal years. But he turned around and vetoed            

a bill giving a measly 2.5% severance tax break to old/           

low-producing natural gas (and oil) wells. We think Big Coal          

pressured Justice, and Justice caved. 

 

PA Anti Group Seeks to Block New NatGas Elec 

Plants with New Law (full post) 
 

The radical group Citizens for a Healthy Jessup is floating a plan            

to try and prevent any new Marcellus gas-fired electric plants          

from getting built in the Keystone State. Aided and abetted by a            

corrupt local newspaper, the group tries to pass itself off as a            

collection of local concerned citizens. It’s nothing of the sort.          

Jessup is the location of (currently) the largest natgas-fired         

electric plant in PA. Invenergy’s 1,480 megawatt, $1 billion         

Marcellus gas-fired electric plant, called the Lackawanna Energy        

Center (located near Scranton, PA) went online earlier this year.          

Antis in Jessup opposed to the project got themselves elected to           

(seized power of) the local town board last year and since then            

have used use their position of power to hassle and oppose the            

project any which way they can. A couple of local leftist Democrat            

politicians are now colluding with Citizens for a Healthy Jessup          

and the far-left, very radical Sierra Club, to float a new bill (or             

series of bills) that will make siting a new gas-fired electric plant            
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nearly impossible to do, by stacking the deck against such          

projects via something called “host agreements.” What’s       

maddening is antis’ refusal to be honest about their intentions.          

This is NOT about preventing poor, unsuspecting communities        

from being snookered by big, evil corporations who want to          

screw them over. This Trojan horse legislation is about slowing,          

blocking and stopping any more natural gas-fired electric plants         

from ever getting built in the Keystone State. Period. This group’s           

alignment and cooperation with the radical Sierra Club is the          

tip-off. The tell. The sign. Jessup Borough had a population of           

4,676 at the last census taken in 2010. If 60 of those residents             

belong to this fringe, radical group called Citizens for a Healthy           

Jessup, that’s 1% of Jessup’s population. Is Jessup (indeed the          

entire state) going to let 1% of the residents from a tiny borough             

dictate that the rest of the state can’t build any more           

clean-burning natural gas-fired electric plants that burn PA’s        

own locally extracted gas? Will PA residents let arrogant         

one-percenters tell them how they will live their lives? We          

certainly hope not! 

 

Ohio Congressman Johnson Says PTT Cracker 

Still On Track (full post) 
 

Ohio Congressman Bill Johnson is “urging patience” with PTT         

Global Chemical and their long-overdue final investment       

decision (FID) to move forwarding with building what is now          

being called a $7-$10 billion ethane cracker complex in Dilles          

Bottom (Belmont County), OH. In April 2015, Thailand-based        

PTT Global Chemical announced its hope/aspiration/      

intention/possibility of building an ethane cracker plant in        

Belmont County. It’s now four years later and over those four           

years for more times than we can count we’ve heard an FID is             

coming “any day now.” And yet it never comes. As we recently            

reported, the latest rumor we’ve heard for what’s holding up the           

FID is a dispute over the labor rate engineering firm Bechtel,           

chosen to build the project, wants to use. Yes, these are big,            

expensive projects and if a company guesses wrong, the decision          

can put them out of business. We understand. It takes time. Our            

grumpiness is that we’ve been teased by PTT (and Ohio officials)           

many times. Better to not say anything than build up and let            

down expectations–repeatedly. Into the fray steps Congressman       

Johnson. He delivered the keynote address at the Project BEST          

“Excellence in Construction” Awards last Thursday. In his        

remarks, Johnson said he is still “very optimistic” that PTT will           

ultimately make a positive FID and build the cracker complex.          

He also said PTT’s timeline in making the decision “is faster and            

at a point in time quicker than Shell’s was,” referring to Shell’s            

FID to build their ethane cracker near Pittsburgh. We wanted to           

prove Johnson wrong, but dangit, he’s right. Shell originally         

announced Monaca, PA as the location for their cracker plant in           

March 2012. But it was not until June 2016 that Shell pulled the             

trigger on their FID. A total of four years and three months. For             

PTT, it’s now been four years from the announcement of where           

(Belmont County) until today (April 2015 to April 2019). PTT has           

three more months to “beat” Shell’s deadline for making an FID.           

After that, they’ll be late. 

 

TUESDAY - Apr. 2, 2019 
 

H&H Fracked Well in SWPA Accused of Fouling 

Nearby Water Well (full post) 
 

Shale driller Huntley & Huntley, headquartered in Monroeville        

(Allegheny County), PA drilled at least one well last year in the            

Pittsburgh suburb of Plum (also in Allegheny County). According         

to a landowner living nearby, H&H’s drilling and fracking of the           

Midas 8M well led to their water well becoming fouled. H&H           

disputes the claim. In November 2017, Plum Council drafted         

proposed changes to their zoning ordinances (ordinances which        

haven’t been updated since 1993) that will only allow fracking in           

rural residential and industrial zones. Prior to that Plum’s zoning          

allowed drilling in any area as a “conditional use.” But each time            

H&H (any driller) proposed a new drill site, it required hearings           

and an insufferable parade of antis bleating on in opposition.          

Council had enough and wanted a new ordinance in an effort to            

avoid such hearings. Can’t say that we blame them. H&H          

originally said the zoning changes would be too restrictive.         

However, they later adopted a “half a loaf is better than no loaf”             

philosophy, opting to support the new rules. A compromise. So in           

December 2017, Plum Council moved ahead and adopted the         

new zoning rules. Antis predictably blew a gasket. Last summer          

H&H drilled and fracked a new Marcellus well, the Midas 8M, in            

Plum. About a month later, a “neighbor” reported their water          

well had nearly dried up. Under PA regulations, if a water well is             

negatively affected and located within 2,500 feet of oil and gas           

drilling and it has been less than one year since the well was             

drilled, by default the oil/gas well is presumed to be the cause of             

the problem. In other words, the driller’s oil/gas well is          

presumed guilty until they can prove their innocence (opposite of          

our system of laws and justice). We put “neighbor” in quotes           

because the DEP reports black out the exact address of the           

neighbor making the accusation. We have no way of knowing          

how close–or far away–they are located from Midas 8M. If they           

are just inside the 2,500 foot limit, that’s nearly a half mile away.             

Which stretches the bounds of credibility that the shale well          

could have caused the problem. But, the law is the law, no matter             

how twisted it is. The PA Dept. of Environmental Protection          

began an investigation last year and subsequently told H&H they          

are presumed guilty. H&H is pushing back, providing evidence         

they say shows they are not guilty of fouling the “neighbor’s”           

water well. 

 

Trump Exec Order Coming to Overrule NY on 

Blocked Pipelines (full post) 
 

Although it’s still talk, the talk is now white hot and all            

indications are that President Trump will soon issue an         

Executive Order (EO) that declares important pipeline       

projects–like Williams’ Constitution and Northeast Supply      

Enhancement projects–are critical for national security, and that        

states like New York trying to block those projects just because           

they’re fossil fuel projects will not stand. Chatter has been going           

on for some time that Trump may issue an EO on pipelines, to             

overrule states like NY and California and others that are          

blocking pipelines because their political leaders irrationally hate        

fossil fuels. Last October we first reported on rumors that          

President Trump may issue an EO. The rumor popped up again           

in January. And now it’s back again. This time prognosticators          

believe an EO from Trump is imminent. The talk is that Trump            

will try and clean up abuses of the federal Clean Water Act,            

what’s known as Section 401–the section that delegates authority         

to the states to review pipeline (and other infrastructure)         

projects, giving states a say in where those projects can be           

located. States like NY have taken to using 401 to entirely block            

such projects, which was not the intent of the law. NY and other             

states have, over the past few years, bastardized the CWA. Trump           

has had enough. There’s talk that Trump will direct the EPA to            

rework the “guidance” section of 401, the criteria states may and           

may not consider as part of their review process. Limit the           

criteria–narrow it. Don’t give states as much latitude to make          

mischief. Hey, Andy Cuomo has brought this on himself. He has           

no one to blame but himself that states will now have a much             

more limited role in siting new infrastructure projects deemed         
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critical by the federal government. 4/4/19 UPDATE: Two days         

after publishing the post above, we spotted the following Reuters          

article quoting Larry Kudlow as confirming Trump is about to          

issue an EO on pipelines, specifically to overcome New York          

State’s blockage of pipelines 

 

Energy Transfer Opens Office in China to Push 

LNG, Ethane (full post) 
 

Energy Transfer issued an exciting announcement yesterday to        

say they are expanding their presence in China “to meet growing           

demand for ethane and liquid natural gas products” by opening          

an ET office in Beijing. It will be ET’s first non-U.S. office–can            

you believe that?! Although ET doesn’t mention the        

Marcellus/Utica in the announcement, we think there’s a        

connection. ET is also Sunoco Logistics Partners (one and the          

same), builder of the Mariner East pipeline projects that flow          

NGLs including ethane, propane and butane from eastern Ohio         

and southwestern Pennsylvania to the Marcus Hook refinery        

near Philadelphia. ET has been exporting both ethane and         

propane mainly to Europe so far. We wonder, as Mariner East 2            

and 2X get completed this year, will some of the new supplies be             

earmarked for Asia? It’s possible. Also, ET’s joint venture with          

Shell for an LNG export facility in Lake Charles, LA will almost            

certainly be fed in part by M-U molecules flowing to the region.            

So, ET’s good China news is most likely good news for the M-U             

region as well. 

 

Judge Orders Grant Twp to Pay PGE $102K in 

Legal Fees (full post) 
 

Pennsylvania towns that pass sketchy local ordinances that skirt         

state laws are on notice: It’s going to cost you. Big. For the past              

several years we’ve reported on the case of Grant Township, PA           

that passed an ordinance cooked up by the radical Community          

Environmental Legal Defense Fund (CELDF) to try and block a          

state-approved injection well. The ordinance was tossed by a         

judge, and now the town will have to pay $102,000 in legal fees             

incurred by the operator. We previously reported on the story of           

two Pennsylvania towns that were either hoodwinked, or perhaps         

willing led astray, by the radical CELDF into passing (now          

overturned) bans on fracking and injection wells in their         

towns–Highland Twp (in Elk County) and Grant Twp (in Indiana          

County). The two townships thought they would do an end-run          

around the state’s authority to issue permits for two injection          

wells–one in each township, by re-incorporating under so-called        

home rule charters. The towns essentially declared themselves        

independent of the state for a variety of matters, including oil           

and gas permits, which PA state law clearly says is a function of             

ONLY the state Dept. of Environmental Protection. In March         

2017, the DEP issued final permits for the injection wells AND           

sued each town to get those portions of their home rule charters,            

dealing with oil and gas, overturned. Both towns eventually         

backed down. However, Grant’s attorney (CELDF’s Tom Linzey)        

filed a counter-claim against PA asking Commonwealth Court to         

recognize a sort-of extra-judicial set of rights the town can          

exercise over top of, or in addition to, state laws–instead of their            

previous position of trying to replace state laws. The company          

building and operating the injection wells, Pennsylvania General        

Energy (PGE), has been economically harmed by the actions of          

the towns and attorney Linzey, and sued to recoup costs. PGE           

says it cost them more than $600,000 in legal expenses in the            

Grant Township case, but because recouping the full amount         

would bankrupt the small town, PGE is willing to settle for           

$100,000 plus a couple of grand in expenses. And that’s what the            

judge has just ordered. Footnote: In January 2018, Tom Linzey,          

the attorney who founded and runs the CELDF (and the lawyer           

for Grant Twp), was sanctioned by Judge Baxter and ordered to           

pay $52,000 to PGE for his “bad faith” in continuing to press            

legal arguments on behalf of Grant Township–legal arguments        

that say the people of Grant have rights they actually don’t have.            

Not only that, but Judge Baxter also referred the matter to the            

Disciplinary Board of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court with a         

request that they review Linzey’s actions with an eye to imposing           

more punishments against him. That entire process is still         

working its way through the court system and Linzey has still not            

paid the $52,000 he owes. 

 

Jessup Votes to Allow Power Plant Water in Local 

Sewage System (full post) 
 

Here’s one we consider a conundrum. In Jan. 2018 MDN told           

you that the Borough of Jessup (Lackawanna County), PA was          

supposed to rule, quickly, on a request by Invenergy to allow a            

new power plant it was building at the time to, when fully built             

and operating, discharge up to 56,600 gallons of “wastewater”         

(heated water) per day in the borough’s sewage system. The plant           

has been operating since early this year, but the borough just           

voted to approve the sewage wasterwater plan…yesterday.       

Invenergy’s 1,480 megawatt, $1 billion Marcellus gas-fired       

electric plant, called the Lackawanna Energy Center (LEC) went         

online in January of this year. That means wastewater has been           

produced since that time. So where has the wastewater been          

going until now? Has they been trucking it somewhere for          

disposal? Has it been going into the sewage system anyway, even           

without a signed agreement? Somewhere else? Inquiring minds        

want to know. There are aspects of the final wastewater          

agreement that are confidential, so the agreement itself was not          

released to the public ahead of the borough council voting on it.            

A broad outline, bullet points, were released, but that’s all. The           

“lack of transparency” in releasing the full agreement has some          

residents up in arms. They want to know all the details. But            

here’s the thing: Five of the seven people who sit on that council             

were elected in 2017 (taking office in January 2018) are opposed           

to the LEC. You can be sure they didn’t sign anything (a) unless             

they had to, and (b) unless they got a good deal from Invenergy.             

Still, the conundrum remains of how the plant has operated until           

now without a wastewater agreement in place. 

 

Mom Nature Torches 10K Ac. of NJ Scrub Pines, 

Makes Way for Pipe? (full post) 
 

What will Jeff Tittel of the odious New Jersey Sierra Club say            

now? Tittel and his ilk have for years litigated to block a natural             

gas pipeline that would flow Marcellus gas from PA into New           

Jersey, a pipeline that would cross through 10 miles of scrub           

pines colloquially known as the Pinelands–a “protected” area in         

NJ. Tittel objected to cutting down a few hundred scrub pine           

trees to make way for the pipeline. And just like that, Mother            

Nature came along last weekend and torched 10,000 acres of          

those same scrub pines via a forest fire. Maybe Mom Nature is            

clearing the trees for the pipeline?! In February MDN told you           

that New Jersey radicals had succeeded in scuttling a plan to           

convert an old coal-fired electric plant into using natural gas. At           

that time we raised the question about whether a tiny 22-mile           

pipeline that would feed the plant would still get built. Running a            

spur to the power plant was part of the justification for the            

“Southern Reliability Link” pipeline project, but not all of the          

justification. The $130 million, 22-mile natural gas pipeline was         

proposed by New Jersey Natural Gas (NJNG) to connect NJNG’s          

distribution system serving customers in Ocean, Burlington and        

Monmouth counties (in NJ) to the interstate pipeline system         

adjacent to the New Jersey Turnpike. In addition to providing          

gas to the power plant, the pipeline is meant to provide a backup             
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for hundreds of thousands of NJ residents who lost access to           

natural gas following Super Storm Sandy. Redundancy is a good          

thing when it comes to natgas supplies. The pipeline would run           

through 10 miles of scrub pines that are protected in NJ. The            

scrub pines are overseen by a state commission, the Pinelands          

Commission. In Sept. 2017 the full Commission voted 8 to 4           

(with 1 abstention) to approve the Southern Reliability Link         

project. Big Green contested the Commission’s vote in court–a         

drama still playing out. However, because of the now defunct          

plan to convert the electric plant to burn gas, the Pinelands           

Commission reversed its approval of the pipeline just a few          

weeks ago, in March. And just like that, a wildfire that started in             

Penn State Forest last Saturday, still raging, spread to Burlington          

County, NJ–to the Pinelands. So far it’s burned upward of          

10,000 acres of those precious scrub pines that the radicals          

claimed would be endangered by a tiny pipeline (he he he he, we             

can’t help but laugh). Turns out a tiny pipeline doesn’t have           

anything on Mother Nature. The irony is, now that Mom Nature           

has cleared the path by burning down the trees, the Commission           

previously pulled their approval. Maybe the Commission should        

reconsider? POSTSCRIPT: The fire is now out, but in the end it            

burned 11,000 acres of the pines. 

 

EPA Now Allows E&Ps to Self-Report Clean Air Act 

Violations (full post) 
 

The Federal EPA has just launched the “New Owner Clean Air           

Act Audit Program” which allows drillers who purchased wells         

and drilling operations from other drillers to perform a self-audit          

of their new purchases for violations of the Clean Air Act–looking           

for fugitive methane and VOCs (volatile organic compounds). If         

the self-audit turns up violations, the driller can report the          

violations and (a) get a longer period of time to clean it up, and              

(b) pay less in the way of fines. The EPA doesn’t have the time              

and manpower to perform all these audits itself. By getting the           

industry to help out, providing them with a financial incentive to           

help out, ultimately the air will get cleaner, faster. That’s the           

rationale behind the program. Why not just forget about the          

self-audit and wait for the EPA to roll around whenever they get            

there? Because the EPA *will* get there, eventually. And if the           

EPA finds something, drillers will have far less time to make it            

right, and pay far more in the way of fines. Carrot and stick. Last              

October, then-Acting Administrator for the EPA, Andrew       

Wheeler, addressed the Marcellus/Utica industry at the Shale        

Insight conference in Pittsburgh. He outlined the new program         

in his comments. There has been the typical push-back from          

radical “environmentalists” claiming the new program is a        

giveaway to the drilling industry. Not so. The EPA finally, last           

Friday, officially rolled out the new program. 

 

WEDNESDAY - Apr. 3, 2019 
 

Fed Judge Reverses Class Action in PA Landowner 

Lawsuit v. Shell (full post) 
 

A notable development in a lawsuit that before now, we were           

unaware of. Several landowners in Venango County (northwest        

PA) filed a lawsuit against Shell’s SWEPI drilling subsidiary in          

2013 claiming SWEPI had stiffed them out of lease bonus          

payments due under duly signed lease contracts. The landowners         

attempted to turn the lawsuit into a class action, claiming the           

same thing had happened for about 300 leases in the area. A            

federal judge has just ruled against converting the lawsuit into a           

class action. Landowner plaintiffs Thomas J. Walney and Rodney         

A. Bedow, Sr. alleged, on behalf of themselves and other PA           

leaseholders, that defendants SWEPI and its general partner        

Shell Energy Holding breached the terms of the class members’          

oil and gas leases by failing to pay bonus monies that were            

allegedly owed under the terms of the subject leases. The case           

started out in county court but was passed up the line a couple of              

times, ending up in U.S. District Court for the Western District of            

PA. As we read through the complaint (below), it appears to us            

that SWEPI didn’t just willy nilly decide to stiff a bunch of            

random landowners–but rather refused to pay lease bonuses to         

landowners where the title to the property had “defects”–as in          

SWEPI could not ascertain with 100% certainty that the people          

they were giving the bonus money to had free-and-clear         

ownership of the mineral rights. As drillers know, if you pay out            

the money now and later learn you paid it to the wrong people,             

you’ll never see that money back. Best to be certain up front            

before you pay. Drillers sign leases with who they think is the            

right person/owners of the land or mineral rights. But after the           

lease is signed, the hard work begins (in the local county clerk’s            

office) to research the title, to ensure it actually belongs to the            

people you’ve just signed a contract with. In this case, SWEPI           

maintains there were titles with problems, and therefore they         

would not pay the lease bonus payments until those issues are           

resolved. On the other side of the isle, the landowners in           

question, Mssrs. Walney and Bedow, claimed they do own their          

properties free and clear and that SWEPI is playing games. They           

attempted to include some 300 other leases in the lawsuit under           

a claim of class action. It was the class action aspect of the             

lawsuit that a federal judge has just tossed out–not the          

underlying lawsuit by Walney and Bedow. The judge said there          

are just too many inconsistencies in the various leases that want           

to be part of the class action, and that the fairest way to treat this               

is if each party litigates its own separate lawsuit against SWEPI.           

So, landowners are not out in the cold, they can still sue            

individually. However, what could have been a much easier (and          

less costly) situation for landowners just became harder.        

Ultimately the landowners collectively could not prove to the         

judge that they deserved to have a class action in this particular            

case. 

 

Cabot Settles Overtime Work Lawsuit by 80 PA 

Workers for $3.56M 

 

A second lawsuit we’re reporting on today that had previously          

slipped by our usually good radar. A former Cabot Oil & Gas            

employee filed a lawsuit in October 2017 alleging that he and a            

number of other “employees” had been stiffed out of overtime          

payments by Cabot–that Cabot had treated them as independent         

contractors rather than as employees. The lawsuit was granted         

class certification. Ultimately Cabot decided to settle the case,         

rather than have it drag on for years. The deal struck and            

approved by the court has Cabot paying ~80 employees         

$2,307,000 (or an average of $28,837 each), along with paying          

the lawyers for the plaintiffs an obscene $1,253,000, meaning a          

total tab of $3.56 million out of pocket for Cabot. The company            

could have built a second hospital in Montrose with that kind of            

money, like they did in 2012 (see Cabot Effort Raises $4.4           

Million for PA Physicians Clinic). But we digress. As part of the            

settlement, Cabot was not declared guilty by the court of          

violating overtime regulations. Period. This is a “make it go          

away” payment with no blame attached. (full post) 

 

Rover Pipe Paid $73M in Property Taxes Last 

Year, $180M This Year (full post) 
 

One of the arguments often heard from those who oppose natural           

gas pipelines is that “nobody” benefits from the pipeline except          

the sleazy Big Corporation that builds and profits from it. A           

single pipeline running through Ohio and Michigan puts that lie          
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to rest. Rover Pipeline, built and operated by Energy Transfer,          

paid out some $73 million in local property taxes in 2018 when            

the pipeline first began operation. For 2019, with the full pipeline           

operating at 100% capacity for the entire year, Rover says they           

will pay out ~$180 million in property taxes! Taxes that fund           

schools, roads, first responders and other worthy causes. We         

spotted a second story about Rover and it’s tax revenue impact.           

Shelby City Schools in Richland County, OH has been trying, for           

more than a year, to build a new Pre-K through eighth grade            

building in the district. Three attempts to pass a bond issue have            

failed. But because Rover tax revenue now flows to the area,           

Shelby is on “the short list” to receive a grant from the state to              

cover half the cost of the new building project. 

 

Lots of Marcellus Jobs in Northeast PA – More 

Workers Needed (full post) 
 

There are plenty of jobs in the shale industry in northeastern           

Pennsylvania–IF you have certain skills. What kind of skills? The          

kind that are taught at programs like at the Lackawanna College           

School of Petroleum and Natural Gas (PNG) in their two-year          

program. Or skills you can pick up at the Susquehanna County           

Career and Technology Center. We personally know of a young          

man who graduated from the Lackawanna PNG program who         

immediately got a job with Williams and continues to work for           

them today. He lives about 20 minutes from MDN HQ. Great           

young man, and he raves about Williams as a great company to            

work for. We spotted the following article about another young          

man who graduated from the PNG program and went to work for            

another great company, Cabot Oil & Gas. The article talks about           

the huge numbers of people employed by the shale industry in           

northeast PA, and about the need for even more qualified          

workers. The director of the PNG program says, “Right now          

there’s more demand for our students, than we can possibly fill.”           

Looking for a great career? Get yourself enrolled in PNG and in            

two years, you’ll have a great career, beginning at a salary of            

$40,000 to $60,000 per year! 

 

Are Marcellus/Utica Shale Drillers Financially 

Healthy? (full post) 
 

We read on a regular basis in mainstream media that shale           

companies spend more money than they bring in, and that          

investors are growing tired of pumping money into companies         

without a return on their investment. We’ve recently noticed a          

renewed commitment on the part of major drillers to get their           

financial houses in order–spend less and drill less in order to           

make more money. We spotted an article by Reuters on the           

“shale drillers aren’t profitable/healthy” meme which got us        

investigating the financial health (or lack thereof) for        

Marcellus/Utica drillers. What we found may interest you. The         

drumbeat in the media is that shale drillers, not just in the            

Marcellus/Utica but in other plays (like the Permian), are not          

living within their means. That is, they consistently spend more          

each year on new drilling than they bring in via revenue from            

existing production. The difference must be made up from         

investors, bankers, or floating new securities, like bonds (i.e.         

debt) or shares of stock (equity). Any way you slice it, sooner or             

later investors will punish companies that can’t turn a profit–by          

not investing. The main barometer for the financial health of a           

company is its stock price. Companies don’t get revenue from          

their stock price–unless they issue new shares–but they watch         

the per share price closely because (a) the folks who own those            

shares ultimately determine the direction of the company by         

electing a board, which in turns appoints top management, and          

(b) because the overall value of the company, its “market          

capitalization,” is determined by the share price. In a simplified          

example, if a company has 1 million shares of outstanding stock,           

and the average per-share price is currently trading at $20 per           

share, the market cap of the company is 1 million x $20 = $20              

million. If the price per share sinks to $10 per share, the            

company’s market cap or “worth” sinks to $10 million. So how           

does that affect the company? Banks are willing to lend twice as            

much money to a company worth $20 million as one worth $10            

million–because there’s more collateral to back it up. And the          

$20 million company can borrow at a cheaper interest rate than           

the less valuable company. It’s less risky for the lender. You get            

the idea. We selected seven of the biggest M-U drillers, the top            

drillers in PA, OH and WV, comparing their stock price          

performance over the past five years. Bear in mind these are all            

publicly traded companies. We are not showing privately-held        

companies. We arranged them alphabetically. It’s not a pretty         

picture. Cabot is the only one in the bunch halfway decent, and            

even Cabot’s stock performance is not great. If we use share price            

as the barometer of financial health, perhaps there is reason for           

concern. 

 

NY’s Indian Point Nuke Plant Down for 2 Weeks – 

NatGas Saved the Day (full post) 
 

New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo finally got his wish last year by            

forcing the operator of the Indian Point Energy Center (nuclear          

power plant) located near New York City to agree to partially           

close down next year, and fully close down in 2021. We recently            

got a small preview of what will happen when Indian Point goes            

offline. In March Indian Point went completely offline for two          

weeks–scheduled outage for one reactor, and a malfunction in         

the other. Guess which form of energy took up the slack? It            

wasn’t solar. It wasn’t wind. It wasn’t hydro. It wasn’t magic fairy            

dust. It was natural gas that rode in to save the day. If gas-fired              

plants had not kicked in, there would have been electricity          

outages in New York City. And yet Cuomo continues to block new            

natural gas pipelines that feed, in part, gas-fired power plants.          

He insists that by 2030, just 11 short years from now, 70% of             

NY’s electricity will come from so-called renewable sources (solar         

and wind), and that by 2040, 21 short years from now, 100% of             

our electricity will come from renewables. No natural gas-fired         

electricity. We say he’s smoking some of the pot he wants to            

legalize. There is NO WAY IN HADES we will generate all of our             

electricity from renewables by 2040. We say it won’t even          

happen by 2100! The recent experience of Indian Point shutting          

down for two weeks, and how natgas filled the gap, is proof            

positive that we will rely on natural gas to generate electricity for            

at least the next 30-40 years. Likely for much longer. Cuomo           

tried to block the 7.8-mile pipeline that feeds the CPV Valley           

Energy Center facility in Wawayanda. Ultimately the courts        

overruled Cuomo and the Dept. of Environmental Conservation.        

And it’s a good thing–because Valley Energy Center helped keep          

the lights on in NYC while Indian Point was down in March. 

 

NatGas Sellers at Waha Hub *Pay* Buyers up to 

$5/Mcf to Take Gas! (full post) 
 

This is nuts! This is insane! Because of overproduction, lack of           

pipelines, and an existing pipeline down for maintenance,        

natural gas sellers at the Waha natural gas trading hub (in West            

Texas) are actually paying buyers to take the gas off their           

hands–up to an amazing $5 per thousand cubic feet!!!! How can           

producers stay in business by paying customers to take what they           

produce? Because the producers in this case are oil drillers. They           

can’t burn off (flare) the natural gas that comes out of the hole             

along with the oil they produce. Instead, they have to sell it or get              

rid of it another way. Normally they would sell the excess           

“associated” gas to buyers. But we have a region in which there            
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are not enough buyers who want the gas. So the sellers           

(producers) are giving it away–have been for months. And if you           

can’t give it away? You start *paying* other people to take it! All             

so you can continue to pump oil out of the ground. Oil drillers in              

the Permian basin are in a tough spot and will remain so until             

new pipelines (planned or under construction) get built. We’ve         

written about the Waha before, last November when the price          

briefly went to zero, and a few weeks ago in March, when the             

average price fell to almost zero for an extended period of time.            

The price has continued to plummet over the past few weeks. It            

briefly hit minus $5/Mcf, and is now *averaging* minus         

$3.38/Mcf! Again, this is nuts! 

 

THURSDAY - Apr. 4, 2019 
 

Shell Sells NWPA Assets, Possibly Tioga County 

Assets Too (full post) 
 

MDN recently received a hot tip from a reader that says Shell (i.e.             

SWEPI) may have recently sold its Tioga County, PA assets in           

northcentral PA. Yesterday, Pin Oak Energy issued a press         

release to say they have cut a deal to buy Shell’s northwestern PA             

assets, some 43,000 acres in the Utica. Which all feeds into the            

rumor we shared with you last November that Shell is pulling out            

of PA drilling. In our post last November, we recounted the           

words from an MDN reader who was visiting a Shell drill site and             

was told, “Shell is pulling out all the northern tier assets and            

heading to Texas.” We reported a second rumor, from a          

difference source, who said, “Shell is looking to sell its acreage in            

Tioga County, PA. Shell has been assigning well site workers to           

other Shell operations in other parts of the world.” Since that           

time, we’ve been on the lookout for verification of those rumors.           

A few days ago MDN received the following email from a reliable            

source, who said: "SWEPI may just have unloaded 57 pages of           

assets in Elk Twp (Marshlands) to Tilden Marcellus Holdings.         

(CONVEYANCE/ASSIGNMENT MAR 27, 2019 – Landex) Also       

recorded was a mortgage to TILDEN MARCELLUS LLC from         

WHITE OAK GLOBAL ADVISORS LLC. And, there is an SEC          

filing ref Tilden’s intent to raise $10M, $25K minimum         

investment. It’s Tilden Marcellus, they’re the same folks who         

bought East’s old Texas Creek play a while back under the name            

Rockdale Marcellus. What they got is a slimmed down version of           

Ultra’s original Marshlands play, as some leases had expired. But          

there’s plenty of acreage HBP by mediocre Marcellus wells, so          

they can wait. And hopefully generate some decent cash flow in           

the mean time." Our source provided a link to the Pennsylvania           

Dept. of Environmental Protection website that lists owners of         

various parcels where permits have been applied for/issued.        

Here’s a screen shot for Tilden Marcellus, showing ownership of          

wells in the Marshlands area of Tioga County. Our source also           

provided a link to the Securities and Exchange Commission         

website showing Tilden recently filed to raise $13 million,         

requiring a $25,000 minimum investment. Nearly $3 million has         

already been sold (as of the filing date on March 12). So, we don’t              

know for certain that Shell has sold its Tioga County assets, but it             

sure looks that way. Who is Tilden Marcellus? As our tipster tells            

us, they are one and the same as Rockdale Marcellus, better           

known as just Rockdale. The company has assets and         

purportedly drills in both South Texas and northeast        

Pennsylvania. We’ve not heard much about Rockdale. The only         

post we’ve published that mentions Rockdale was from early         

November 2017 when UGI purchased a 60-mile pipeline        

gathering system from Rockdale that spans Tioga, Bradford and         

Lycoming counties. Then yesterday, Pin Oak issued this press         

release: "Pin Oak Energy Partners LLC (“Pin Oak Energy” or the           

“Company”) announces the closing of a transaction with SWEPI         

LP (”Shell”) for approximately 43,000 acres prospective for Utica         

shale development in northwestern Pennsylvania. The      

transaction increases Pin Oak Energy’s acreage position across        

the Appalachian Basin to 167,000 net deep acres with 99% of           

those net deep acres being held by production (“HBP”). Pin Oak           

Energy’s Chief Business Development Officer, Mark Van Tyne,        

stated, 'This transaction further bolsters the Company’s deep        

Utica rights in the oil and wet gas windows of the play. The fact              

that the majority of the acreage is HBP affords us time to more             

thoroughly evaluate the region as we high grade locations for          

economic development. With multiple deals in our pipeline, Pin         

Oak Energy looks forward to continuing to build our brand and           

asset base.' Pin Oak Energy’s net deep acre position in Mercer,           

Crawford and Venango Counties, Pennsylvania increased to a        

total of 60,000, 5,500 and 7,100 respectively. The Company now          

touts 64,000 net deep acres in Ohio and 103,000 net deep acres            

in Pennsylvania. The acquisition also includes drilled and        

completed, but not on-line, horizontal Utica Shale wells along         

with previously built, but not drilled, well pads." Pin Oak doesn’t           

come right out and say the acreage is located in Mercer,           

Crawford and Venango counties, but they certainly imply it.         

Notice that the acreage includes already-drilled but not yet         

completed Utica wells. It was just a month ago that Pin Oak            

announced another deal, to buy shale and conventional assets in          

Elk County, PA. While Pin Oak is a relatively young company           

(around since early 2015), the people running it have been          

around for a long time. CEO Chris Halvorson says Pin Oak is            

comprised of folks who were formerly with AB Resources. You          

may recall that AB Resources built a position in the southwestern           

“core” of the Marcellus and sold out to Chevron several years ago.            

Pin Oak is “what’s next” for for the former AB folks. Their target:             

the Appalachian basin. However, they’re doing things differently        

than most others–zigging while everyone else zags. Pin Oak likes          

to pick up already-producing oil and gas wells instead of raw           

acreage, and they don’t take private equity money to fund          

operations–preferring to “pay as you go” with their own money.          

Bottom line: Sure looks to us like the rumor we reported back in             

November is true–that Shell/SWEPI is leaving PA drilling        

behind. 

 

NY DEC Nervous that FERC Will Overturn 

Constitution Pipe Ruling (full post) 
 

The Cuomo-corrupted New York Dept. of Environmental       

Conservation (DEC) is spitting and sputtering, “warning” the        

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission that if they (FERC)        

decide to rule that NY took too long to approve the Williams            

Constitution Pipeline and now gives the project a go-ahead, the          

DEC intends to rain down all sorts of legal hell on the agency.             

Which tells us one thing: the DEC is VERY nervous that their            

power to block pipeline projects is about to be neutered. We           

won’t recall the entire history of Williams and FERC disagreeing          

over whether or not NY’s action in blocking the Constitution          

project was illegal. You can read that history here. The current           

situation is that following a recent decision by the D.C. Circuit           

Court of Appeals known as the Hoopa Valley Tribe v. FERC case            

(dealing with a hydroelectric dam out West), FERC decided to          

reconsider its earlier decision on the Constitution case. The D.C.          

Circuit ruled in the Hoopa Valley case that states (like NY)           

cannot keep asking project builders (like Williams) to withdraw         

applications for water crossing permits to “restart the clock”         

ticking (like they did with Constitution). Such applications must         

be ruled on in one year, according to federal law. The court found             

pressuring applicants to withdraw and resubmit applications,       

thereby restarting the clock for an additional one year, violates          

the spirit and letter of the law. NY used that shenanigan against            

Williams with the Constitution project. FERC is now rethinking,         

in light of the D.C. Circuit case, of whether to overrule NY and             
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allow Constitution to move forward. And the DEC is nervous that           

FERC is about to rule against them, making legal threats against           

FERC. In a recent “protest” filing with FERC, the DEC says that            

the Hoopa Valley case was a narrow decision and applies only to            

that one case, not to other cases like the Constitution. The DEC            

also said, “In light of the irreparable environmental harm that          

would be caused by construction of the project and the likelihood           

that a court would reverse a finding of waiver, any FERC order            

finding waiver should be stayed until judicial review is         

complete.” Which sounds a lot like bluster. If you can’t dazzle           

them with brilliance, baffle them with....The DEC is trying to          

scare FERC into inaction–into waiting another half decade for         

various courts to weight in. We don’t think FERC under          

Chairman Neil Chatterjee is going to yield to the DEC’s threats.           

Here’s the DEC’s “we’ll sue your a$$ to kingdom come if you            

overturn our rejection of the Constitution Pipeline” letter sent to          

FERC earlier this week... 

 

Sunoco, DEP Settle on $200K Fine for ME1 Pipe 

Leak in 2017 (full post) 
 

The Mariner East 1 pipeline sprung a small leak and spilled 20            

barrels (~840 gallons) of ethane and propane in Berks County,          

near Philadelphia, on April 1, 2017. Sunoco Logistics Partners         

(i.e. Energy Transfer), builder and maintainer of the pipeline,         

shut it down and fixed it over the next several days. It took the              

Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (PUC), which oversees       

regulation of the pipeline, a year and a half to investigate. In            

December the PUC “requested” Sunoco pay $225,000 for        

violating various state and federal regulations. However, Sunoco        

and the state Dept. of Environmental Protection conferred and         

together agreed to a slightly lower fine, $200,000. The two sent           

along their “Joint Petition for Approval of Settlement” (full copy          

below) to the PUC yesterday. The PUC will determine whether or           

not to accept this revised/lower fine, along with other various          

conditions that are part of the settlement. What conditions?         

Sunoco has agreed to: — Conduct a remaining life study of the            

entire Mariner East 1 Pipeline to forecast the “retirement age” of           

the pipeline; — Increase the frequency of inspections on all bare           

steel and poorly coated Sunoco Pipelines in Pennsylvania to at          

least once per year; — Develop separate procedures to determine          

the adequacy of coated steel pipelines and bare steel pipelines;          

and — Implement new cathodic protection procedures and where         

inadequate protection exists and replace the impacted sections of         

the Mariner East 1 Pipeline. ME1 was originally built in the           

1930s. Opponents of the pipeline would have you believe it’s          

some crumbling, decrepit, decaying pipeline ready to explode at         

any moment–rather than a pipeline that’s been maintained,        

sections replaced, updated and upgraded throughout its lifetime.        

We’ve spoken to experts in the past who have told us that            

pipelines with cathodic protection can last almost indefinitely        

(well over one hundred years). 

 

Exploded Tetco Pipe in Ohio Back Online – 10 

Weeks Later (full post) 
 

A 30-inch segment of Enbridge’s Texas Eastern Transmission        

Company (Tetco) interstate natural gas pipeline exploded in        

January, sending two people to the hospital and destroying two          

nearby homes when fires from the blast spread. The pipeline is           

now, after 10 weeks, fully back online and flowing at 100%           

capacity. We have an update on how the outage affected flows in            

the region, and the likely cause for the explosion. Some 2.31           

billion cubic feet per day (Bcf/d) of Utica Shale natural gas had            

been flowing through the Berne Compressor Station in Noble         

County, OH. Some (most?) of that gas goes to the Gulf Coast via             

the Tetco. Following the Tetco explosion, that 2.31 Bcf/d coming          

from Berne dropped to 0 Bcf/d. Yet eight days after the explosion            

partial service was restored. How can that be? What we didn’t           

understand when first reporting the story is that the Tetco          

pipeline in the Berne area is not one pipeline, but three           

pipelines–all laid near each other along the same right-of-way. It          

was, according NGI, Line 10 that experienced the explosion.         

Lines 15 and 25 were shut down along with Line 10 “just in case”              

there was damage to them. Enbridge checked and        

double-checked and restored service to Line 25 eight days after          

the initial explosion. Enbridge later restored service to Line 15.          

And now, according to RBN Energy, Line 10 is back too. RBN has             

a great post that delves into the Tetco outage in Ohio, how it             

affected flows in the region, and how it affected drillers (in the            

Utica) and end-users (in the Gulf). Coincidentally, we also         

noticed an article (which we included) that pegs the cause of the            

explosion as a landslide. 

 

Living with ME2 Pipeline Construction in Your 

Back Yard (full post) 
 

We spotted a story about landowners in the Philadelphia suburbs          

who currently have to live with construction of the Mariner East           

2 pipelines (plural, there are two of them, ME2 and ME2X),           

literally happening in their back yards. While we are strong          

supporters of the ME2 project, we are not unsympathetic to          

landowners and the hassles they have to endure while it’s being           

built. The story pretty below much speaks for itself. MDN’s          

thoughts: This is an impossible-to-reconcile situation. A       

much-needed pipeline needs to get built through a heavily         

populated, urban area. The pipeline IS needed, yet landowners         

have to put up with a lot of crap for a long period of time. The                

work will last 200 days for each pipeline? Why aren’t the pipes            

put in the ground at the same time? Will it really take over a              

year’s worth of work (200 days for each pipeline)? Putting up           

with glasses rattling, furniture moving, scaring the kids, traffic,         

noise, dust, etc. For over a year?? Yuck. We wouldn’t like it            

either. And what’s with these landowners paying $600 each to          

have a baseline assessment done on their property? Sunoco         

should pay for that! In fact, we’ve floated this concept before           

(heard it from a NY landowner): Why doesn’t the pipeline          

company pay landowners across whose property the pipeline        

runs, an annual fee (royalty, stipend, whatever you want to call           

it). Make it worth their while to have a major inconvenience like            

a pipeline cross their property. And yes, we can see how having a             

pipeline in your back yard may reduce the value of your           

home–make it harder to sell. Why shouldn’t the pipeline         

company be on the hook to somehow compensate for that too?           

We understand our views on this won’t win us any friends in the             

industry, but we have to keep it real. If you’re going to            

inconvenience folks, make it worth their while to be         

inconvenienced. PAY THEM. That’s all we’re asking. Click the         

link to view a picture of the construction literally in these poor            

folks’ back yard. 

 

Rhode Island Lefties Proclaim They Want More 

Gas Pipes (full post) 
 

We about fell out of our chair when we read an editorial            

appearing in the far-left Providence (Rhode Island) Journal. We         

call Rhode Island the “People’s Republic of Rhode Island”         

because it’s about as far left as North Korea or China. Most folks             

in the state irrationally hate all fossil fuels and believe          

renewables will save them from man-made global warming. At         

least, that was our impression. We were shocked to read an           

editorial in yesterday’s Journal that makes a strong case for,          

pleads for, new natural gas pipelines to get built in New England.            

We’ve written about two different natgas projects in RI over the           
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past four or five years. One project is a smallish LNG plant, the             

other a gas-fired electric generating plant. Neither has made         

much progress due to opposition from extremists who oppose         

fossil fuels. And yet, common sense has broken out in the news            

room at the Providence Journal....Yeah, they see what’s        

happening in Massachusetts and New York with moratoriums on         

new gas customers–and it scares them. They understand that all          

this “we can go 100% renewables in the next 10-20 years” talk is             

horse manure. And they’re tired of paying 2-4 times as much for            

their electricity as everyone else in the nation. Perhaps there’s          

hope yet for New England (although we’re still not sure about           

NY). 

 

NFG CEO Tanski Retiring in July, Replacement 

Named (full post) 
 

National Fuel Gas Company (NFG) is headquartered in Western         

New York State, operating drilling subsidiary Seneca Resources        

and pipeline subsidiary Empire Pipeline. Via Seneca Resources,        

NFG drills wells in northcentral and northwestern PA. Via         

Empire Pipeline, they build and maintain hundreds of miles of          

pipelines. Big company. Important company. NFG’s CEO,       

Ronald Tanski, has just announced he’ll retire in July. In his           

place, NFG will promote David Bauer to become the new CEO.           

Bauer has been with the company since 2004, and since 2010 he            

has served as Principal Financial Officer. 

 

FRIDAY - Apr. 5, 2019 
 

FERC Overrules NY DEC on Northern Access 

Pipeline Rehearing (full post) 
 

Last August the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)        

issued a decision overruling the New York Dept. of         

Environmental Conservation (DEC) to allow National Fuel Gas        

Company’s Northern Access Pipeline project to proceed. The        

DEC subsequently asked FERC to reconsider the decision. FERC         

did, and ruled on Tuesday that they were right the first time–the            

DEC forfeited the right to issue permits for the project by taking            

too long. NFG’s $500 million Northern Access Pipeline project         

includes building 97 miles of new pipeline along a power line           

corridor from northwestern Pennsylvania up to Erie County, NY.         

The project also calls for 3 miles of new pipeline further up, in             

Niagara County, along with a new compressor station in the          

Town of Pendleton. Although FERC granted permission to build         

it in February 2017, NY DEC arbitrarily and capriciously tried to           

block it by refusing to issue a federal water/stream crossing          

permit. FERC’s stated reason for overruling the DEC last August          

was because the DEC took longer than the one year they have            

under law to issue their rejection, therefore, FERC itself will          

issue the water permits. The DEC challenged that decision and          

asked FERC to “rehear” or reconsider its decision. On Tuesday          

FERC told the DEC not only was the original decision correct           

based on the merits, but the recent Hoopa Valley court case           

decision by the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals reinforces that they           

were right last year. Although the Hoopa Valley case did not           

involve NY nor even pipelines, the principle and precedent of the           

case applies to both NY and pipelines. The Hoopa Valley case           

decision says that states cannot ask project builders to withdraw          

applications for water crossing permits in order to “restart the          

clock” ticking. Which is what happened with the Northern Access          

project. Water crossing applications must be ruled on by a state           

in one year, according to federal law. The court found pressuring           

applicants to withdraw and resubmit applications, thereby       

restarting the clock for an additional one year, violates the spirit           

and letter of the law. The NY DEC has just been neutered by             

FERC. When it comes to issuing (or rather denying) water          

permits, DEC now sings soprano. Note also that the radical          

Sierra Club was also part of the challenge–and equally slapped          

down by FERC. 

 

DC Circuit Court Slaps Down NY, NC Request to 

Block 3 Pipelines (full post) 
 

In addition to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission        

(FERC) slapping down the New York DEC this week (see our lead            

story), on Wednesday the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals slapped          

down both New York and North Carolina regulators who tried to           

block three important Williams pipeline projects, all related to         

the mighty Transco Pipeline. All three Transco expansion        

projects–Atlantic Sunrise, the Dalton expansion, and the Virginia        

Southside II expansion–have been online and flowing for some         

time (years in some cases). NC and NY filed a lawsuit challenging            

FERC’s approvals for those projects, claiming residents in their         

states would suffer economic harm from (unbelievably) paying        

higher prices for natgas. Which hasn’t happened. What did NC          

and NY want to have happen? Did they want all three projects,            

which have enormously benefited citizens in every state where         

they run, shut down? It’s bizarre. 

 

Landowner Asks PA Supremes to Throw Out 

150-Yr-Old Rule of Capture (full post) 
 

Last November the Pennsylvania Supreme Court agreed to hear a          

case, Briggs v. Southwestern Energy, that is hands-down the         

most important court case to ever happen regarding the         

Marcellus Shale in PA. And no, we’re not exaggerating. A blizzard           

of briefs by Southwestern and those supporting Southwestern        

were filed in February. On Wednesday, it was the Briggs’ turn to            

file a brief, one in which they ask the Supremes to stop            

application of the 150 year-old “rule of capture” in PA when it            

comes to shale wells. A year ago, in April 2018, MDN brought            

you the news that Pennsylvania Superior Court had handed         

down a decision in the Briggs case that has the power to greatly             

restrict, perhaps even stop, Marcellus drilling in PA. The issue, in           

brief, is that the PA Superior Court decision disallows using the           

age-old principle called the “rule of capture” when it comes to           

shale drilling and fracking in PA. Southwestern Energy        

successfully argued in a lower court that the odd crack here and            

there that may slip under a neighbor’s property from fracking is           

permissible. The neighboring landowner (the Briggs family), not        

signed with Southwestern, appealed that decision to Superior        

Court and won. Southwestern then appealed the case to the PA           

Supreme Court and the court agreed to hear the case. We’ve           

written extensively about how this decision may affect nearly         

every landowner, signed or not, in shale regions of the state.           

Click here to read our explanation of the rule of capture and why             

this case is important for every single landowner (and         

non-landowner) in PA. Below is a summary of the Briggs’          

argument, followed by the brief they filed on Wednesday. We will           

continue to monitor this critically important case. 

 

Philly RINO Throws a Bunch of Pipeline Bills 

Against the Wall (full post) 
 

One liberal Philadelphia-area Republican and two Philly       

Democrats (considered a “bipartisan” group) have just       

introduced a package of seven bills in the Pennsylvania House          

supposedly meant to “further regulate pipeline companies and        

provide greater oversight authority to state agencies.” Sounds so         

reasonable, doesn’t it? In reality the bills are aimed at shutting           

down new pipeline projects in the state. Why does it take seven            

bills? They’re flinging whatever crapola they can against the wall,          
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hoping at least one or two bills will stick. Let’s look at these bills              

one by one, what will happen if they are passed and signed into             

law (which of course, won’t happen). Of all the bills, HB 735            

perhaps makes the most sense–giving the Public Utility        

Commission more of a say in siting of pipeline projects. Thing is,            

when it comes to federal projects, states have NO SAY in where            

or how the pipeline gets built. That’s federal law folks. So even if             

this bill passes, it’s sure to be shot down by the courts. HB 887,              

which would require the PA legislature to approve any pipeline          

project route that crosses three or more counties, is clearly aimed           

at shutting down all new pipeline projects. No project will get           

approved. NIMBYs would reign supreme. That’s the point. And         

again, the state plays no role in federally-approved projects, so          

this bill if it became law, it would get tossed in a hurry. HB 889               

requiring pipeline companies to release internal risk assessments        

to the public upon request, may sound reasonable, but consider          

this…Those assessments show where the biggest potential harm        

would occur if there were an explosion or leak. Can you imagine            

that information ending up in the hands of terrorists? There’s a           

reason the information is confidential! This bill would actually         

make it MORE UNSAFE for residents living near pipelines,         

rather than the other way around. HB 890 and HB 733 would            

require emergency response plans be developed and circulated to         

local first responders. Thing is, it already happens! These bills          

are superfluous. Pipeline companies already reach out and        

provide such plans–and training–for local first responders. Did        

the “bipartisan” hacks even bother to check the facts before          

authoring this drivel? HB 888 is intended to shut down existing           

pipelines, for any small reason. The “bipartisan” group isn’t         

content with only preventing new pipelines, this bill aims to close           

down existing pipes. If a pipe experiences the least little          

problem–leak, pressure drop, whatever–they want the entire       

pipeline shut down and inspected. Does a pipeline (like Mariner          

East) run from one side of the state to the other? The whole thing              

would be shut down even if there’s a problem in one tiny area on              

one end of the pipeline–even if 99% of the rest of the pipeline is              

functioning just fine. HB 886 requires automatic shutoff valves         

along an entire pipeline. This is what happens when people who           

don’t know a darned thing about technology, how pipelines         

actually work, write laws. House (and Senate) leaders need to          

flush these worthless bills down the nearest Capitol toilet and          

into the mighty Susquehanna River, and watch them float away. 

 

Plans to Get More Gas to New England & Canadian 

Maritimes (full post) 
 

The Canadian Maritimes, a region along the coast of Eastern          

Canada including three provinces, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,        

and Prince Edward Island, is in a pickle with respect to natural            

gas. In January, offshore supplies of natural gas which had fed           

the Maritimes for decades closed down, which means the region          

must now get more gas from either Western Canada, or the           

Marcellus/Utica. The Maritimes have always teetered on the        

edge of not enough natural gas to meet their needs–but they had            

offshore wells to keep them going. With those offshore wells now           

closed, the Maritimes have two ways to get natural gas: via the            

Maritimes & Northeast Pipeline from New England, which        

carries Marcellus gas north into Canada, or via LNG imports to           

the Canaport facility in New Brunswick. That’s it. The only two           

ways. The analysts at RBN Energy have just published the third           

(and final) in a series of posts that looks at how more gas can get               

to the Maritimes. It’s a convoluted process of pipeline systems          

interconnecting in order to move Canadian (and some M-U) gas          

up the East Coast. 

 

 

 

Utica Shale Industry has (So Far) Invested $70B in 

Ohio (full post) 
 

Did you know that at least $70 billion has been spent in Ohio on              

drilling and pipelines and other infrastructure to support the         

Utica Shale industry since 2011? No, we didn’t either. That is an            

astounding number! How about this number: Ad valorem (i.e.         

property) taxes paid by the shale industry from 2010 through          

2018 have totaled ~$132 million. That’s money that goes to fund           

local schools and towns. Amazing! The Ohio Oil & Gas          

Association (OOGA) recently contributed the following editorial,       

which ran in the Martins Ferry, OH Times Leader newspaper,          

outlining the impressive contributions made by the industry over         

the past decade. It’s important to educate the general public          

about the huge impact of shale energy on the state and local            

economies. 

 

Steel Nation Gets New Engineering Manager  

(full post) 
 

Steel Nation, headquartered in Washington County, PA, works        

primarily in the energy sector of North America. Steel Nation is a            

leading designer and builder of transmission, storage and        

compression facilities for the midstream and transmission       

operations of the oil and gas industry throughout the Marcellus          

and Utica Shale region, as well as other resource plays. MDN is            

tickled pink that Steel Nation is our 2019 premier sponsor. We’re           

excited to announce the addition of an important new member to           

the Steel Nation team. Effective April 1, 2019, Steven J. Bauer,           

PE, SE, joined Steel Nation as the General Manager of Steel           

Nation Engineering, Inc. Steve’s diverse background will enable        

Steel Nation to better serve its clients in the oil & gas,            

commercial, healthcare, and water and wastewater markets.       

Steve is an experienced engineering leader with a multi-faceted         

background in structural engineering, team leadership, and       

specialty product development for the construction industry.       

With Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees from Purdue University,        

Steve’s core focus has always been structural engineering, with a          

strong emphasis on medical and gaming facilities early in his          

career. Steve spent several years leading the engineering and         

product development teams for a key producer of structural         

components for the solar industry. Most recently, Steve’s focus         

was bringing value-added engineering solutions to large chemical        

and combined-cycle power plants in the Pittsburgh region.        

Steve’s experience, along with being licensed as a Professional         

Engineer in PA, OH, WV, CA, NV and CO, as well as a licensed              

Structural Engineer in IL, NV and UT, will help bring Steel           

Nation to another engineering level. Steel Nation President,        

Mark Caskey said, “Steve will make an excellent addition to Steel           

Nation’s leadership team. With his background and expertise in         

the engineering field, he’s well-suited to help guide the next          

phase of our corporate development.” Mark Dooley, Steel Nation         

EVP / CFO said, “In a short ten-year span Steel Nation has made             

tremendous progress and we owe much of that success to our           

people. We know that our engineering is and will continue to be a             

differentiator. We’ve done a lot to add to our value proposition           

by offering our own engineering solutions to a broad range of           

clients, from oil & gas to healthcare. It’s exciting to bring in            

someone like Steve to advance Steel Nation’s engineering        

capabilities.” Steve said, “I’m excited to join an already         

high-performing engineering team and to seek out opportunities        

where we can add additional value to both current and new           

customers. I look forward to meeting our customers to better          

understand their daily operations and to identify ways to         

improve quality and strengthen Steel Nation’s reputation as a         

true value-added partner.” 
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